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ABSTRACT
Crew schedules on the South African Transport Services are done by roster 
compilers at depots. A method that uses heuristic and mathematical 
programming algorithms was developed to replace existing hand methods.
It is a two stage method that will use a microcomputer to assist roster compilers 
to draw up crew schedules. Initially timetables are subdivided into shifts and 
then they are combined into crew schedules.
The solution, which produces a significant improvement compared with an 
existing crew schedule and an existing method, has been accepted in principle 
and computer programming has begun.
In Appendix E another heuristic for the scheduling of league matches is 
described.
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A train trip is a train journey that has a specific departure point and destination 
at a specific time.
A train set is a set of coaches that undertakes train trips.
A timetable is ail the train trips undertaken by all train sets on a single day.
A crew schedule is all the train trips that a crew undertakes on a single day.
A shift is a group of train trips that a crew undertakes on a single train set One 
or more shifts make up a crew schedule.
Peak times are ‘hose times of the day when the most train sets are operating. 
There is a morning peak time and an afternoon peak time.
A peak shift is a shift at a peak time.
A non-peak shift is a shift out of peak time.
A spreadover is a crew schedule where the crew books off after completing one 
or more shifts and then books on again on at a later time on the ame day to 
complete the crew schedule.
A depot is where a crew books on and off at the beginning and end of a crew 
schedule.
A relief station is a station where a crew may begin or end a shift.
A  transport trip is a trip taken by train or road vehicle to transport a crew between 




A tram trip is a train journey that has ^  specific departure troint ’nd destination 
at a specific time.
A train 30 is a set of coaches thnt undertakes train trips.
A timetable is all the train trip? undertaken by all train sets on a single day.
A crew schedule is all the train trips that a crew undertakes on a single day.
A  shift is a group of train trips that a crew undertakes on a single train set. One 
or more shifts make up a crew schedule.
Peak times are those times of the day when the most train sets are operating. 
There is a morning peak tin«e and an afternoon peak time.
A peak shift is a shift at a peak time.
A non-peak shift is a sh i\ out of peak time.
A spreadover is a cn.-w schedule where the crew books off after completing one 
or more shifts and then books on again on at a later time on the same day to 
complete the crew schedule.
A depot is where « crew books on and off at the beginning and end of a crew 
schedule.
A relief station is a station where a crew may begin or end a shift.
k  transport trip h i  trip taken hy train or road vehicle to transport i , crew between 
a depot and a relief station at the beginning and end of a shirt.
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12 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Present methocs of constructing timetables to meet passenger and vehicle 
requirements of suburban rail transport are done in the head office of the South 
African Transport Services (SATS). Solutions are integrated with other train 
services.
Crews, however, at e scheduled oy roster compilers at the depots because the 
requirements of crews are complicated and need special knowledge of local 
conditions. These often fall short of optimum as they are done by hand.
A new method of crew scheduling was required to assist the roster compilers in 
their tasks. The requirements of the method were:
# Programming must be developed on a microcomputer so that all 
depots are able to use the method.
# It must be flexible enough for adaption to local conditions.
# The solution must be acceptable to the crews.
# The method was to be originally used for crews of train drivers. It would 
then be adapted later to crews of conductors.
# The programming would be extended to include the compilation of the 
daily duty roster where unmanned crew schedules are split up and 
allocated to other crew schedules.
The purpose of the research was to examine the feasibility of computer 
scheduling. The method has been accepted in principle and computer 
programming has begun. The method will be subjected to further tests on other 
timetables once the programming is completed.
13 BACKGROUND TO COMPUTER SCHEDULING
The development of a timetables and schedules consider four facets:
•  the passengers who determine the number and times of train trips.
•  the vehicles which make up the vehicle schedules.
•  the crews who undertake crew schedules.
•  and the daily duty roster which adapts the crew schedules for daily use.
The particular problem add—aed by this project report is the crew scheduling 
and the first two facets serve as data to the solution to the problem.
Wren1 mentions three solution approaches : heuristic, mathematical 
programming and interactive. Most methods use a combination of these 
methods with the mathematical programming often being used to refine the 
solutions.
The mathematical algorithms use matching methods, the set partitoning 
approach or the set covering approach.
In the matching algorithms, two lists of part schedules are formed and are paired 
together by minimising cost This allows the use of the Hungarian method of 
solving the Assignment problem.2 This is an extremely efficient algorithm.
The set partitioning and set covering approach lead to the formation of large 
matrices that require large computing power to solve.
The publication of literature on crew scheduling has declined in recent years 
and that which is available is dated and may have been superseded. Wren,3 
however, commented ir  1975 that * the lack of references ... in the formal 
literature reflects no lack of research in the field, but rather a paucity of work 
brought to a successful conclusion, owing to the extreme practical difficulties of 
the problem.'
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1.4 APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
"All known algorithms for crew/vehicle scheduling solve the problem as a 
sequence of subproblems. The purpose of these decompositions is that each of 
the subproblems tan be solved by a reasonably efficient solution algorithm.-4 
Solutions can thus never be regarded as op»imum.
The Johannesburg Municipality5 had investigated a fulK computerised system 
from Leeds University in the early 1980’s but found that the system was too 
inflexible.
It was decided that an interactive system supported by heuristics and 
mathematical algorithms using matching methods would best meet the 
requirements.
Why is it now necessary to develop a new algorithm for scheduling ? There is 
really no standard method of crew scheduling as each enterprise has its own 
special set of rules. Programming that is avail;..ile from overseas would be 
expensive and would need to be altered. Furthermore, changes in the rules for 
crew scheduling can be expected from time to time.
The approach to the problem differs in the following ways from what is proposed 
in the literature:
e The subdividing of the timetables into shifts is completely separated 
from the combining of shifts into crew schedules. The separation is 
necessary because a roster compiler’s expertise is required to provide 
the times for walking, shunting, preparation and staging at the 
beginning and end of shifts.
e Both peaks are handled simultaneously when shifts are combined into 
Tew schedules. This allows the shifts near midnight to be combined to 
either to an afternoon or morning pe k  shift.
4
L5 METHOD
The method employed on the project was.
e  the analysis of an existing timetable and crew schedule of one of the 
bigger depots in the 6ATS to  develop crew scheduling rules.
# the dt. velopment of a heuristic for the subdividing of the timetable into 
shifts,
# the use of a mathematical algorithm to combine shifts into schedules 
and
# the resuJis of the method.
Each of these are handled in a separate chapter in the report.
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2 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CREW SCHEDULES
2.1 ANALYSIS OF THE TEST DATA
The analysis was done on the existing timetable and crew schedule for train 
drivers at the Germiston depot. The twin sets were those for Dunswart, 
Germiston (excluding train trips to Vereeniging), Kwesine, Leralla and a few 
train sets between Pretoria and Braamfontein, all of which are controlled by the 
Germiston roster office The data consisted of 31 train sets undertaking 448 train 
trips.
The distribution of train trips during a 24 hour period is shown in Figure 2.1. 
The morning and afcemooon peaks are approximately 12 hours apart.
Number of train »ets
11 12 13
Figure 2.1 Distribution or train sets over 24 hours
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There are a total of 60 crew schedules in the existing timetable and the longest 
schedule of 14 hours and 35 minutes. The overtime is 250 hours and 8 minutes 
per day for all crew schedules.
Analysis showed that 27,2% of the time is spent on trains. The low figure is 
greatly influenced by the relief time cs a train set may not be left unattended 
except when it is staged in a yard. This percentage is misleading and the solutions 
generated will be expressed in terms of the number of schedules and the hours 
of overtime per day for all crew schedules.
The result of the limitation on the relief time mentioned in the previous 
paragraph is that a new crew must take over the train set when the previous shift 
ends. Wren1 defines this as a Class C problem. The characteristic of this type of 
problem is that a crew cannot operate the same train set on two adjacent shifts 
as no break time is possible.
The analysis of the data proved to be more difficult than was first anticipated as 
walking, shunting, preparation and staging times are not shown in the crew 
schedule. Times for these movements could not re regarded as standard as they 
depend on a variety of factors such as whether the train trip has passengers, how 
many crews are operating the train set, the distance of the rest rooms from the 
platform or road vehicle and the number of shunting movements etc. All times 
for walking, preparation and staging of the train set and shunting movements 
had to be added to the train trip data.
A crew schedule consists of one to four shifts. By far the majority of these 
schedules have two or three shifts. Typically a schedule has one long shift of 
three to fout hours and one or two shorter shifts of one to three hours. This 
construction allows for an efficient utilisation of paid working hours.
No spreadovers are allowed for the train driver crews.
22 ESTA3USHMENT OF RULES FOR CREW SCHEDULING
The following .et of rules were drawn up from the analysis of the Germiston 
crew schedule and from discussions with personnel from the Southern Transvaal 
Region of SATS. The figures in brackets represent the standard time for train 
drivers at present These parameters can sometimes be exceeded and this is left 
to the discretion of the roster compiler.
2.2.1 Rules for subdividing of timetables
2.2.1.1 The nominal length of the longest shift in a crew schedule. (4 hours)
22.12 The nominal length of other shifts in a crew schedule. (2,5 hours)
Rule 22.1.1 is the official maximum length of a shift. Rule 22.12 was 
introduced from the analysis ot the test data and to ensure that the majority of 
two shift schedules would be less than the paid working hours.
2 2 2  Rules for combining shifts into schedules
2 2.2.1 The booking on time. (20 minutes)
222.2 The booking off time. (15 minutes)
222-3 The maximum length of a crew schedule. (14 hours)
2.22.4 The minimum length of a crew schedule (paid working hours).
(8 hours)
222.5 The maximum number of shifts in a crew schedule. (4)
22.2.6 The maximum length of a crew schedule with uo meal break. 
(5 hours)
2.22.7 The maximum length of a crew schedule with only one meal break. 
(10 hours)
22.2.8 The minimum time allowed for a meal break. (30 minutes)
22.2.9 The minimum time allowed between shifts. (10 minute. 1
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2.2.2.10 The maximum rest period in a crew schedule. (3 hours)
Ail the rules except Rule 2.2.2.10 were used in the programming. This rule is 
usually circumvented by allocating office work to a aew  schedule.
3 SUBDIVIDING TIMETABLES INTO SHIFTS
The approach is lo subdivide the timetable by a heuristic method which will 
serve as a guideline to roster compilers, who then ensuu that the shifts all fo ra  
cot live units.
Timetables do not vary much during the week. All train trips that occur on a 
week day are placed in one 24 hour timetable for subdividing. Saturday and 
Sunday timetables are handled separately.
The principle behind the heuristic is to provide shifts where there is a reasonable 
amount of work done before a break and on spreading the work load evenly. As 
most crews should work either the morning or afternoon peak. Rule 2.2.1.1 was 
applied to shift? at the morning and afternoon peaks while Rule 2.2.1.2 applied 
to other shifts.
The roster compiler then:
•  alters the shifts to tie in with transport trips of the full train service.
e  assigns time for waiting, shunting movements, preparation and staging 
of train sets.
e  assigns two crews to tra n trips (one at each end of the train) on some 
lines late at night. This is a safety measure that eliminates walking to 
the motorised vehicle at the other end of the train set cn the return 
trip.
e assigns two crews for short shunting movements at or near the depot 
when it is more efficient than using one crew.
e assigns transport trips at the beginning and end of shifts to and from 
relief points out of the existing train service or from the availability of 
road vehicles. These trips have a great i (luence on the solution.
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3.1 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
3.1.0.1 A preliminary subdivision of each train set’s trips into blocks is done 
Erst. A new block starts when the time difference between an arrival 
and the next departure is more than a meal break.
3.1.0.2 The morning peak time ai,d the afternoon peak time are determined.
3.1.03 A theoretical number of shifts is calculated from the blocks
generated in 3.1.0.1 using Rules 22.1.1 and 22.12. Theoretical 
subdivision times are then calculated. If the block is over a peak time, 
the peak shift is positioned so that the middle of the shift is closest 
to the peak time.
3.1.0.4 The computer subdivides the blocks by comparing the theoretical 
subdivision times with the arrival times at depots and relief stations.
3.1.0.5 The roster compiler now examines the subdivision and makes 
alterations where required.
3.1.0.6 Walking, shunting, preparation and staging times are then added.
3.1.0.7 The transport trips for those shifts that begin or end at a relief station 
are finally added in case they are necessary. (The transport trip will 
not be used if the next shift begins at the same relief station.)
3 2  GENERATED DATA SETS
Three sets of data for testing the method were generated:
[A] the shifts of the existing crew schedule (151 shifts).
[B] the use of standard times for Rules Z2.1.1 and 22.12  
123 shifts were generated.
[C] the reduction of the time for Rale 22.12  to V  hours.
141 shifts were generated.
The new data sets, [B] and [C] have less shifts than [A] because the shifts at peak 
times have been kepi as long as possible.
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4 COMBINING SHIFTS INTO CREW SCHEDULES
The approach is to use the Assignment algorithm to match and combine shifts 
into crew schedules. This is a two stage procedure that is based on the article by 
Ball, Bodin and Dial.4
* Shifts are assigned to crew schedules to find the minimum number of 
schedules. This gives an unsmoothed solution.
e  The unsmoothed solution is improved upon by reallocating the 
beginning and end shifts of each schedule to reduce overtime and even 
out the work load.
4.1 FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The formulation consists of three main components:
•  the compilation of list A and list B part schedules
e the feasibility subroutine and
e the matching subroutine.
A part schedule consists of one or more shifts that have already been combined.
In general, the list A part schedules cannot be feasibly be joined to another list 
A schedule to form a full schedule. List B part schedules can be joined to at least 
one list A part schedule. A more detailed explanation of the compilation of these 
lists is described in section 43.
The feasibility subroutine tests whether a part schedule in list A can be feasibly 
joined to a part schedule in list B. An optimisation parameter is calculated. If 
the part schedules cannot be feasibly joined the optimisation parameter is set 
equal to a large number.
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The matching subroutine assigns the lis t B part schedules to the list A part 
schedules by minimising the optimisation parameters.
Let there be m part schedules in list A and n part schedules in list B.
Fcr i = 1,2,3,...,m and j = 12,3,...,ti
Minimise: Z = £,Yj tij xij
where tij = the optimisation parameter. This is expressed in units of time, 
subject t o : 2i xij = 1 
I j 4 - 1
xij = 1 if the ith part schedule in list A is assigned to the jth part 
schedule in list B. 
xij = 0 if there is no assignment.
42 ALTERNATIVES TESTED
4.2.1 The unsmoothed solution
Hie order in which the shifts are combined into a * ledule is critical to the 
effectiveness of the algorithm and several modeis were tested.
42.1.1 The 1988 model
The first model placed all the shifts that occur at at the greatest peak and all 
thiiis t!:a. ccuid not feasibly be jo in 'd  to them in list A. lis t B shifts were those 
that were feasible to at least one shift in list A and thei -  were far more of them. 
Part schedules were ’tinned by matching over a number of iterations. With each 
iteration the list B shifts became less and the unsmoothed solution terminated 
when list B was empty.
4.2.1.2 The three dimensional model
Shifts were classified into three groups: peak shifts (morning and afternoon), 
inner shifts (midday shifts which lie between the peaks) and outer shifts (early
moTning and late night shifts). The idea was to match both an inner and an outer 
shivt to a peak shift simultaneously.
The size of the matrix for the three dimensional problem was approximately 
225 000values. This is too big to handle by normal branch-and-bound algorithms 
and methods of simplifying the problem were investigated. The literature survey 
revealed many articles on the sur ject.6’7,8’9’10
The technique of Langrangian relaxation brought the problem back to solving 
in two dimensions and when it became clear that the smoothing algorithms 
would not be eli ninated, the additional computation required was not 
warranted and the model was abandoned.
4,2.1.3 The 1989 model
Analysis of the solution of the 1988 model showed that Classifying the shifts into 
two groups (peak and non-peak) was insufficient.
Initially, five groups of shifts were created: peak shifts and two sets of inner and 
outer shifts each. The first sets of inner and outer shifts were just before or after 
one of the two peaks. The second sets were those inner shifts that could be 
feasibly be joined to other inner shifts and those outer shifts that could be 
feasibly be joined to other outer shifts.
Different orders of matching were tried and compared against each other. The 
model that consistently gave the best answers for the unsmoothed solution 
(which is described in more detail later) was:
•  Build part schedules out of the peak and outer shifts.
e Use the 1988 model on these part schedules and the inner shifts.
This procedure is indirectly confirmed by Hoffstad1 who in his algorithm 
develops early morning shifts first followed by spreadovers. Afternoon 
stiii lies are bandied last.
Maisey5 who uses an interactive computer aided process with no mathematical 
algorithm also handles his early morning and late night shifts first. An additional 
reason for this is that his crews are not prepared to work a one shift schedule at 
those times.
4.2.2 The smoothed solution
Four ways of separating the first anc last shifts ft r,  ^each schedule were tried:
4.2.2.1 all first shifts.
4.2.22 all last shifts.
4.2.2.3 all first and last shifts from the morning peak io the afternoon peak.
4.2.2.4 all first and last shifts from the afternoon peak to the morning peak
on the following day.
For 4.2.23 and 42.2.4 were suggested in the literature4. The comprsit'on of the 
1.-st B schedules tended to be the same as those developed in the list B schedules 
used in the unsmoothed solution. Using 4.2..2j _ nd 4.2.2.2, gave a better answer
as thk allowed overnight schedules t-, be generated.
4.23 The optimisation parameter
Time instead of cost was used in the optimisation parameter as all crew 
schedules under the paid working hours have the same cost and overtime is paid 
on the time worked in excess of the paid working hours.
Different parameters wer« required for t ie  unsmoothed and smoothed 
solutions as the object of these two stages of the procedure differ.
In the unsmoothed solution, the object is to generate the minimum number of 
schedules without any consideration to the overtime, i .-ree optimisation 
parameters were tried:
•  the length of the schedule.
•  the length of the break between the list Apai-schedule and the Ms: B 
part schedule including transport time.
• tbebmgthcfihehMkbeamalkliaApwlHWlMimdlkIMB
oart schedule excluding transport time.
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The second and third optimisation parameters were better than the first but 
there was very little difference beiween them in the final solution. (This may, 
however, change with other da>a.) T h ' thh ,1 parameter was decided upon as to 
eliminate cases where the part schedules aie far apart and are selected as their 
Lamport trips are suited to each other.
In the smoothed solution, the object is to minimise overtime. Many of the 
schedules, however, do not have any overtime and a secondary optimisation 
parameter to balance the work load was added. A composite optimisation 
parameter was thus chosen : 1000 x overtime +  ABS ( lime on trains - average 
time on trains per schedule ) [minutes].
4 J  DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
43.1 Weekday programme
Shifts are classified into three groups: peak shifts (morning and afternoon), 
inner shifts (midday shifts which lie between the peaks) and outer shifts (early 
morning and late night shifts).
The shifts are combined into crew schedules as follows:
43.1.1 List A part schedules: select peak shifts.
List B part schedules : select all outer shifts except n,ose around 
midnight that can be feasibly be joined to earlier or later outer shifts.
Optimisation parameter : "I he time between the part schedules, 
excluding any transport time.
43.1.2 lis t A part schedules: select part schedules from 43.1.1.
List B part schedules: select all outer shifts excluded in 43.11.
Optimisation parameter : The time between the part schedules, 
excluding any transport time.
43.13 lis t A part schedules : select part schedules that span the biggest
peak and all part schedules that cannot be feasibly joined to them.
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list B part schedules : select all part schedules (includmg inner 
shifts) that can be feasibly joined to a List A schedule.
Optimisation parameter : The time between the part schedules, 
ex cluding any transport time.
43.13 is iterated until all part schedules fall in List A. This produces 
the unsmoothed solution with the minimum number of crew 
schedules.
43.1.4 List B part schedules : select the first shift of each crew schedule
formed in 43.13 that has more than one shift.
List A part schedules: select the balance of the crew schedules left 
over from list B.
Optimisation paramete r : 1000 x overtime + ABS ( time on trains - 
aveiage time on trains per schedule ) [minutes].
43.13 list B pan schedules : select the last sh;ft of each crew schedule
formed in 43.1.4 that has more than one shift.
List A part schedules: select the balance of the crew schedules left 
over from list B.
Optimisation parameter: 1000 x overtime + ABS ( time on trains - 
average time on trains per schedule ) [minutes].
4 3 3  Weekend programme
The shifts from the Friday and Sunday overnight schedules from the the weekday 
programme are added to the Saturday and Sunday shifts. A 72 hour period is 
used.
43.2.1 List A part schedules: find the shift that has the earliest compic, ;n
time. Select all shifts that begin before this shift ends.
List B part schedules: find the shift that is nut in list A that has the 
earliest completion time. Select all shifts that arc not in list A that 
begin before this shift ends.
Optimisation parameter : The time between the t-.urt schedules, 
excluding any transport time.
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43.2.2 List A part schedules: select part schedules already gei.trated.
List B part schedule s : find the shift that is not in list A that has the 
earliest completion time. Select all shifts that are no* k  list A that 
begin before this shift ends.
Optimisation parameter : The time between the p ^ t  schedules, 
excluding any transport rme.
432.2 is iterated i-ntil the end of the period isrearhek This produces 
the unwroothed solution with the minimum u«tn6er of crew 
schedules.
Find the Saturday and Sunday morning and afternoon s.
4 3 2 3  lis t B part schedules: using two adjacent sekct tht last shift 
from the crew schedules of the first penk aiat Tjore that one 
shift and select the first shift from the cre'v scbedu ; i f the second 
peak that have more than one shift.
List A part schedule s : select the balance or the c i - chedules from 
the two adjacent peaks.
Optimisation parameter: 1000 x overtime * A K  { time on trains - 
average time on trains per schedule ) [anncte*].
5 RESULTS
The results presented are based soie’ ’ the development of the weekday 
programme. An example of a crew scheu . produced by the 1989 algorithm is 
given in Appendix B.
S.l COMPARISON BETWEEN TX. A AND 1 * 9  MODELS
A detailed comparison of the answers from the two models is given in the 
Appendix Cl. The reduction in the number of shifts for all three data sets using 
the standard crew scheduling rules varies between three and six shifts. 1 he 
newer model is thus a significant improvement.
12  COMPARISON BETWEEN THE C ngnN C B C H ED U lR  AND 
T H E M *  MODEL
Although the maximum length of a crew schedule is 14 hours, the rosier 
compiler had in five eases exceeded the limit with a  maximum of 14:35 hours. 
U sing data  se t [A] and  the  standard rules, the  1999 W* r* llh i i # a n fm lr  i th e  f ine
numoer of crew schedules but the overtime is reduced bv %.
Setting the maximum length of a crew schedule to 1435 hours there is a saving 
of aevencmr schedule; with overtime reduced by 9%.
A  derailed com panacn o f the sm w ers b  in  A pptndhr C2.
S3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON RULES
5.3.1 MAXIMUM LENGTH OF CREW SCHEDULE (RULE 1 2 2 3 ).
In Appendix C3 and in Figure 5.1, the best answer from the three data sets was 
selected. There was always very little difference between the answers of data set
[B] and [Cj, indicating that the nominal length of the shorter shifts in a schedule
is probably not critical.
Data se’. [A] gave between two and five more schedules than the best answer for 
all maximum schedule lengths. The poiky of having all the longer shifts at the 
Fame time (i.e. at the peak tiroes) pays.
Number mi schedules
1*36 14**, ts.PO 1*00 ’6*3
vmmjh aew sc a^iue ue#*th
Figure 5.11 he effect of the maximum crew schedule length
The sune number of crew schedules (71) is generated for the maximum 
schedule length of 12,13 and 14 hours. The solution is. bowevt., not the same 
and the overtime varies between 21 and 30 hours. This shows that the solution 
is not optimum. This is within acceptable limits as the average length of a crew 
schedule does nos vary by more than ien minutes or 2,2%.
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5 3 2  MINIMUM LENGTHS OF MEAL BREAKS AND SHORT 
BREAKS (RULES 22J..S AND 2X2.9).
Appendix C4 gives details of the analysis and Appendix D shows a schematic 
diagram of how well the 1989 algorithm matches the shifts.
Increasing the meal break to 45 minutes would be a reasonable step to take and 
this would only increase the crew schedules by two The overtime remains 
approximately the same. Note that the number of crew sl edules is still less than 
the 60 of the existing crew schedule.
Increasing the short break to 20 minutes w eIt’ also be a reasonable step to take 
as it can be considered as a safety factor for delays. The effect is that overtime 
ii increased by 5,7 %.
Table 5.1 shows why increasing the minimum lengths of meal breaks and short 
breaks has little effect on the number of crew schedules, (i.e. the breaks are well 
above the minimum).
o
Table 5.1 Comparison of break lengths between shifts
The re: for the large breaks can be attributed to the requirement that the
train set must not be left unattended and the crews art forced to operate 
different train sets from shift to shift.
EXISTING 1989 ALGORITHM
DATASET [A] IB] [C]
MAXIMUM SCHEDULE LENGTH 14:35 14:00 14:35
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES 60 56 53
Break length Ihkmml Percentage of total breaks
0:00 to 0:30 4,5 I V 7.2
0:30 to 1:00 9,1 3L9 33.3
1:00 to 3:00 55,7 16.7 20,3
3 XX) + 30.7 38.9 39.1
100.0 100.0 100.0
It is interesting to note that the existing crew schedule has the majority of breaks 
concentrated between one and three hours while in the mathematical algorithm 
increases the percentage of breaks in all the other three ranges.
At least 30 % of the crew schedules in both the existing and computerised 
method have breaks of Ic.iger than three hours. By allowing 25% of crew 
schedules as spreadovers the time on duty tan he reduced by approximately 90 
hours on all crew schedules.
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6 CONCLUSION
The method developed has significant benefit in both the reduction of shifts and 
overtime on the test timetable, although it has not yet been accepted by the crews 
themselves.
The reduction of the crew schedules by 7 using the actual maximum schedule 
length of 14 hours and 35 minutes would lead to a saving at the Germiston depot 
of R 415 000 per year if staff could be reduced. The schedules, however are 
extremely long and would probably be unacceptable to the crews.
Abetter solution is to design the schedules strictly to the standard rules and only 
allow crew schedules up to 14 hours. If the number of crew schedules is kept at 
60 a saving of R 365 000 per year in overtime will result.
The major benefit of the method is that the scheduling rules (i.e. policy 
adjustment in the letter in Appendix A) can be altered and a monetary value 
can immediately be placed or, it. If spreadovers were allowed on 25% of the 
schedules (i.e. the crews were not paid for the longest rest period) a further 
saving of R 235 000 per year would then be possible.
Bodin it.al.4 states tL"t "the general experience has been that computerized 
methods have saved a relatively small percentage of costs...(although this) can 
amount to a large sum of money. ...(However) computerized scheduling has 
saved transit agency planners and schedulers considerable time in developing 
new schedules and consid rable time and effort training new schedulers.” 
Timetables can be changed in a matter of weeks, rather than months, a 
requirement that wiil become necessary as SATS moves toward privatisation.
The feasibility of the method has been established, although the results obtained 
can be improved upon with the help of a roster compiler. By examining the 
schematic diagram in Annexure D, which is produced on a microcomputer 
minor improvements can be also made.
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SUID-AFR1KAANSE VERVOERDIEMSTE -  SOUTH AFRICAN TRANSPORT SERVICES
TO WHW IT MAY CONCERN
H O OFBESIU U HM * SC KAKTOOK 
GENEWAL MANAGER S OFFlCt
« 9 SI
The A s s i s t a n t  G en e ra l M anager (O p e ra t in g )  c ' th e  S o u th  A fr ic a n  T ra n s p o r t  
S e r v ic e s  (SATS) com m issioned  Kr A N  Comrie o f  th e  P r o d u c t iv i t y  B ureau to  
d e v e lo p  a m ethod o f  c rew  s c h e d u l in g .  V i s i t s  t o  th e  USA an d  Europe re v e a le d  
no s ta n d a r d  s o f tw a re  t h a t  co u ld  be u sed  by SATS f o r  c rew  s c h e d u le s .
The m ethod was a p p l i e d  w i th in  th e  e x i s t i n g  p a ra m e te r s  and  showed a 
s u b s t a n t i a l  r e d u c t io n  in  th e  w ork ing  h o u rs  e rd  th e  number o f  c rew  sc h e d u le s  
r e q u i r e d .
Mr C o s r i e 's  ap p ro ach  r e p r e s e n t s  / t \  advancem ent In  th e  p r a c t i c a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  
o f  s c h e d u l in g  m e th o d o lo g ie s  in  th e  ra i lw a y  e n v iro n m e n t .  The r e s u l t s  a r e  
c u r r e n t l y  b e in g  a s s e s s e d  w ith  a v iew  to  p o l ic y  a d ju s tm e n t  and  f u r t h e r  
im provem ent p r i o r  t o  im p le m e n ta tio n .
APPENDIX B
CREW SCHEDULE FOR A MAXIMUM SCHEDULE LENGTH OF 14 HOURS
CREW SCHEDULE 1
TRAIN SET G02
0036 VSTP QMS GMR 0041
3041 VOOR 1601 GMR-GMR 0056
0056 RANG GMR-GMR 0105
0105 1601 GMR OLF 0132
0145 1602 OLF GMR
0224 SSTP GMR-GMR 0229
TRAIN SET D01
0404 BSTP GMR GMR 0408
0409 PASS 0017 GMR-DUN 0427
0502 VSTP DUN-DUN 0513
0513 VOOR 6815 DUN-DUN 0631
0531 8815 DUN DAV 0553
0801 8816 DAV-DUN 0623
0631 8823 DUN DAV 0653
0701 8824 OAV-DUN 0723
0723 SSTP DUN-DUN 0726
0745 PASS 0066 DUN-GMR 0801
0801 ESTP GMR-GMR 0806
CREW SCHEDULE 2
TRAIN SET KOI
0151 VSTP GMR GMR
0156 VOOR 7600 GMR-GMR
0214 7600 GMR-KUT 0219
0228 7601 KUT - GMR 0233
0234 7803 GMR KWE 0306
0315 7602 KWc - GMR 0345
0345 SSTP GMR-GMR 0350
TRAIN SET K07
0425 BSTP GMR-GMR 043C
0430 PASS KQMBi GMR-KUT 0440
0451 VSTP KUT-KUT 0458
0458 VOOR 7613 KUT-KUT 0516
0516 7813 KUT-<WE 0535
0546 7508 KWE-KUT 0610
0621 7623 KUT-KWE 0644
0655 7722 KWE-SiM 0724
0724 STAL 7722 SIM - SIM 0745
0745 SSTP Sim - sim 0753
c s2o p a s s  m e SIM-GMR 0825
0825 ESTP GMR-GMR 0633
CREW SCHEDULE 3
TRAIN SET LOT
0153 BSTP GMR-GMR 0i  sr
0158 PASS 1603 GMR - EFT 0209
0216 VSTP EFT-EFT 0224
0224 VOOR 0501 EFT-EFI 0242
0242 RANG EFT - EFT 0306
0306 0501 EFT-LRA 0336
0346 0502 LRA-GMR 0<28
0428 SSTP GMR-GMR 0433
TRAIN SET K03
0522 VSTP GMR-GMR 0527
0527 LOSA 7806 GMR-GMR o sn
0529 7615 GMR-KWE 055.
0606 7510 KWE ■ KUT 0631
0641 7625 KUT-KWE 0704
0716 7734 KWE-GMR 0745
0746 7830 GMR-BRR 0807
0807 STAL 7830 BRR-BRR 0831
0831 SSTP BRR-BRP 0652
0923 PASS 7625 BRR-GMR 0928
0928 ESTP GMR-GMR 0933
KEY
BSTP * Walking time from a  depot before a transport trip.
ESTP «  Walking time to a  depot after a transport trip.
LOSA -= Relief time.
PASS -  A transport trip time.
RANG -  Shunting time.
STAL *  Staging time fmcljding the time for the shunting movement).
SSTP «  Walking time to a  depot o r relief station after a  shift.
VSTP -  Walking time from a depot or relief station before a  shift.
VOOR -  Preparation time
TRAIN SET DOS
1104 BSTP 
11CS PASS 0091 
1155 VSTP 





1358 STAL 8848 
1406 SSTP 
















CREW SCHEDULE 4 
TRAIN SET G02
0219 VSTP GMR-GMR 0224
0224 LOSA 1602 GMR-GMR 0225
0225 1602 GMR-BRR 0250
0302 1607 BRR-GMR 0322
0322 STAL 1607 GMR-GMR 0339
0339 SSTP GMR-GMR 0344
TRAIN SET LOT
0423 VST"















Gk'R - ©t 0745 
O - O  0745 
IDi-GMR 0800 
GMR-GMR 0605
CREW SCHEDULE 5 
TRAIN SET L02
0247 BSTP GMR-GkR 0252
0252 PASS 1605 GMR- KAf <220
0426 VSTP KAF-KAF 0434
0434 VOOR 1811 KAF-KAF 0452
0452 1811 KAF-LRA 0506
0521 0516 LRA-EFT
0605 0515 EFT-LAA 0635
0644 0534 LRA-EFT
0750 0535 EFT-LRA 0620
0829 1804 LRA-KAF 0641
0641 SSTP KAF-KAF 0906
0917 PASS 0636 KAF-GMR 0947
0947 ESTP GMR-GMR 0952
TRAIN SET K02
1322 VSTP GMR-GMR




1524 7648 KWE GMR
1554 SSTP GMR-GMR 1559
CREW SCHEDULE 6
TRAIN SET D04
0304 BSTP GMR-GMR 0309
0309 PASS 0013 GMR DUN 0327
0332 VSTP DUN DUN
0343 VOOR 8801 DUN-DUN 0401
0401 8803 DUN-DAV 0423
0431 8804 OAV-DUN 0453
0501 8811 DUN-DAV 0523
0531 8812 DAV-DUN 0653




0716 8826 DAV-DUN 0738
0738 LOSA 8826 DUN-DUN 0746
0746 8833 DUN-DAV 0806
0816 8834 OAV-DUN 0638
DUN-DAV 0823
0936 8838 OAV-DUN 0958
0958 SSTP DUN-DUN 1001
1026 PASS 0084 DUN-GMR 1046
,046 ESTP GMR-GMR 1051
CREW SCHEDULE 7
TRAIN SET D02
0304 BSTP GMR-GMR 0309
0309 PASS 0013 GMR - DUN 0327
0350 VSTP DUN-DUN 0353
0353 VOOR 8805 DUN-DUN 0411
0411 8805 DUN-DAV 0433
0441 8806 OAV-DUN 0603
0503 SSTP DUN-DUN 0506
TRAIN SET 0 0 4
0642 VSTP DUN-DUN 0683
0L33 LOSA 8612 DUN-DUN 0601
0601 8819 DUN-DAV 062*
0631 8820 OAV-DUN 0653
0701 8827 DUN-DAV
0731 8826 OAV-DUN 075S
0301 8835 DUN-DAV
B - l
b to l 8836 DAV-CJN 0853
0853 STAL 8836 DUN-DUN 0906
0906 SSTF DUN - DUN 0916
« 2 6  PASS 0080 DUN-GMR 0945
084$ ESTP GMR-GMR
TRAIN SET L03
1215 BSTP OMR GMP
1220 PASS 0639 GMR-KAF 1248
1315 VS TP KAF-KAF 1323
1323 VOOR 1843 KAF-KAF 1341
1341 RANG 1843 KAF-KAF 1405
1405 1843 KAF-LRA 1418
1428 0554 LRA-EFT 1459
1 4 »  SSTP EFT-EFT 1502
1609 PASS 0664 EFT-GMR 1620
1620 ESTP GMR-GMR 1625
CREW SCHEDULE S
TRAIN SET G 03
0329 VSTP GMR-GMR 0334
0334 VOOR 1105 GMR-GMR 0349
0349 RANG GMR-GMR 0366
0358 1105 GMR-KPR 0423
0434 1106 KPR-GMR 0519
0519 SSTP GMF.-GMR 0524
TRAIN SET G 04
0601 VSTP GMR- GMP
0606 LOSA 1108 GMR-GMR
0649 1115 GMR-KPR
0741 111$ KPR-GMR
0625 STAL 1116 GMR-GMR 0830
0830 SSTP GMR GMR 0635
TRAIN SET D03
0904 BSTP GMR-GMR 0909
0909 PASS r'00e GMR-DUN 0827
0955 VSTP DUN-DUN 0958
0956 LOSA 6836 DUN- DUN 1006
1006 8841 OUN-DAV
1036 3842 DAV-DUN
1106 8843 DUN - DAV
1136 8844 DAV-DUN
1156 SSTP DUN-DUN 1201
TRAIN SET 0 0 4
1332 VSTP DUN-O'IN
1343 VOOR 8849 DUN - DUN 1401
1401 6649 EXJN-MV 1423
1431 6850 DAV-DLW
1515 6657 DUN • DAV
1545 8656 DAV-DUN
1607 SSTP DUN-DUN 1610
1626 PASS 0136 CMJN-GMR 1646
If *4 ESTP GMR GMR 1651
CREW SCHEDULE 9
TRAIN SET LOG
0336 BSTP GMR-GMR 0341
0341 PASS 0503 GMR-KAF 0410
0420 VSTP KAF-KAF 0426
0428 VOOR 1607 KAF-KAF 0446
0446 1807 KAF-LRA 0457
0506 0512 LRA-EFT 0537
0551 0513 EFT-IRA 0618
0629 0532 LRA-EFT 0700
0712 0527 EFT-KAF 0725
0725 STAL 0527 KAF-KAF 0754
0754 SSTP KAF-KAF 0602
0819 PASS 0632 KAF-GMR 06*7
0647 ESTP GMR-GMR 0652
TRAIN SET K02
1053 VSTP GMR-GMR 1056
1058 LOSA. 7650 GMR-GMR 1100





1327 SSTP GMR-GMR 1332
CREW SCHEDULE 10
TRAIN SET K02
0345 BSTP GMR-GMR 0345
0045 PASS KOM8I GMR KUT 0355
0425 VSTP 0432
0432 VOOR 7611 KUT-KL/T 0450
0450 7611 KUT-KWE 0513
0524 7810 KWE-GMR 0556
0600 7621 GMR-KWE 0628
0639 7622 KWE-GMR 0713
0715 7631 GMR-KWE 0743
0754 7834 KWE-GMR 0628
0628 SSTP GMR-GMR 0833
TRAIN SET K05
1241 BSTP GMR-GMR 1246
1246 PASS 0096 GMfi-BRR 1319
1322 VSTP BAR-BAR 1352
1352 VOOR 7659 BRR-BRR 1410
1410 7653 BAR-KUT 1437
1437 STAL 7659 KUT-KUT
1442 SSTP KUT.KUT
1538 PASS 7646 KUT-GMR
1543 ESTP GMR GMR 1548
CREW SCHEDULE 11
TRAIN SET R28
0414 VSTP GMR-GMR 0419
0419 LOSA 1606 GMR-GMR 0420
0420 1606 GMR-3RR 0445
0445 SSTP BRR-BRR 0504
0506 PASS 0029 BRR - GMR 0639
0539 ESTP GMP- GMR 0544
TRAIN SET LOS
0554 VSTP GMR-GMR 0559
0359 LOSA 0514 GMR- GMR 0616
0616 0521 GMR-LRA
0714 0544 LRA-GMR 0756
0756 RANG GMR - O 0800
0602 LOSA 0541 O B 0816
ID GMR 0820
0620 STAL 0544 GMR-GMR 0628
0828 SSTP GMR- GMR 0837
TRAIN SET G 04
1059 VSTP GMR- GMR 1104
1104 VOOR 1121 GMR-GMR 1119
GMR-KP° 1202
1216 1122 KPR - GMh 1300
1300 STAL 1122 GMR- GMR 1314
1314 SSTP GMR-GMR 1319
CREW SCHEDULE 12
TRAIN SET L04
0415 BSTP GMR- GMR 0420
0420 PASS 0303 GMR-KAF 0446
0517 VSTP KAF-KAF 0525
0525 VOOR " j,9 KAF-KAF 0543
0543 1819 KAF-LRA 0554
0603 0524 LRA-EFT 0634
0643 0523 EFT - LRA 0707
0725 0546 LAA-GMR 0607
0809 0546 G .4 R -0 0613
0822 0671 101.GMR 0628
0626 STAL 0626 GMP-GMR 0834
0634 SSTP GMR - GMR 0643
TRAIN SET L02
0915 BSTP GMR-GMR 0920
0920 PASS 0629 GMR-KAF 0948
1032 VSTP KAF-KAF 1040
1040 LOSA 1812 KAF-KAF 1105
1106 1831 KAT'USr
1128 1816 LRA- KAF 1148
1208 1635 KAF-LRA 1218
1226 1820 LRA-KAF 1240
1305 1839 KAF-LRA 1318
1326 1824 LRA-KAF 1346
1340 STAL 1824 KAF-KAF 1345
1345 SSTP KAF-KAF 1403
1450 PASS 065’ KAF-GMR 320
1520 EST» GMR
CREWSCHED* V E 1 3
TRAIN SET LOP
0416 BSTP GMR-GMR
0420 PASS f GMR-KAF 0448
0459 v sr r KAF-KAF
0507 VOOR 1817 KAF-KAF
0525 1617 KAF-LRA
0545 0520 LRA-EFT 0616
0627 0519 EFT-LRA 0651
0703 0540 LRA-EFT 0734
0 7 #  0533 EFT-KAF 0756
0756 STAL 0533 KAF-KAF 0818
0618 SSTP KAF-KAF
0650 PASS 0634 KAF-GMR
0620 ESTP GMR-GMR
TRAIN SET K 04
1153 VSTP GMR GMR 1158
1156 LOSA 7630 GMR-GMR 1301
GMR-KWE 1233
1243 7636 KWE-GMR 1313
1315 7847 GMR-KWE 1347
1358 7640 KWE-GMR 1426
1428 SSTP GMR-GMR 1433
CREW SCHEDULE 14
TRAIN SET G 05
0431 VSTP GMR-GMR 0436
0436 VOOR 1109 GMR-GMR 0451
0451 RANG GMR-GMR 0500
0500 1109 GMR-KPR 0843
0552 1110 KPR-GMR 0637
0642 0040 GMR- BRR 0708
0706 STAL 0040 BRR-BRR 0732
9732 SSTP BRR-BRR 0753
0608 PASS 0071 BAR-GMR 0639
0639 ESTP GMR-GMR 0644
TRAIN SET D 02
1304 BSTP GMR-GMR 1308
1309 PASS 0101 GMR W 1327
1403 VSTP DUN-DUN 1414
>414 VOOR 8851 DUN-DUN 1432
1432 8651 DUN-DAV 1484
1502 8352 DAV-DUN 1524
1532 8859 DUN-DAV 1554
1602 8860 DAV-DUN 1624
1624 SSTP DUN-DUN 1827
1641 PASS 0144 DUN-GMR 1700
1700 ESTP GMR-GMR 1706
CREW SCHEDULE 15
TRAIN SET D 02
0434 BSTP GMR-GMR 0438
0439 PASS 0021 GMR-DUN 0457
0503 VSTP DUN-DUN 0606
0506 LOSA 6805 DUN-DUN 0811
0611 8813 DUN • DAV 0633
0541 8814 DAV-DUN 0603
0611 8821 DUN ■ DAV 0633
0641 8822 DAV-DUN 0703
0711 6829 DUN-DAV c m
0741 8630 DAV-DUN 0603
0803 STAL 8830 DUN-DUN 0611
0811 SSTP DUN-DUN 0623
0856 PASS 0078 DUN-GMR 0616
0916 ESTP GMR-GMR 08*1
CREW SCHEDULE 22
TRAIN SET DC1
0649 BSTP GMR-QMF 0654
0554 PASS 00% 3MR-DUN 0712
0720 VSTP DUN-DUN 0723
0723 LOSA 88?4 DUN-DUN 0731
073'. 863' DUN-DAV 0753
0601 8632 DAV-GMA 0640
0641 8832 GMR. BAR CS06
0906 ST AL 8632 B&R.BRR 093C
0 ^ 0  SSTP BRR-BAR fS61
1013 PASS 0087 BRA-GMR 1044
1044 ESTP OMR-PMT. 1049
TRAIN SET D 04
1534 BSTP GMR GMR 1539
1SS9 PASS 0115 GMR DUN 1557
1604 VSTP DUN • DUN 1607
1607 UtoA8658 DUN - DUN 1615
1615 8P63 DUN-DAV 1637
1645 6664 DAV - DUN 1707
1715 8871 DUN-DAV 1737
1745 3872 DAV-DUN 1807
1815 3*7* DUN-DAV 1837
1845 8880 DAV - DUN 1907
190? SSTP DUN - DUN 1910
1926 PASS 0160 DUN - GMR 1946
1946 ESTP GMR GMR 1951
CREW SCHEDULE 23
TRAIN SET L03
0658 VSTP GMR GMR 0/0*
0704 LOSA 7820 GMR- GMR
0710 0631 GMR-LRA
0803 QSSS LRA-EFT
0644 1823 EFT - KAF
oese 1823 KAF-IRA
0921 1808 LRA-KAF
0933 STAL 1806 KAF-KAF
0644 SSTP KAF - KAF
1117 PASS 0642 KAF-GMR
1144 ESTP GMR GMR
TRAIN SET D02
1534 BSTP GMR GMR
1539 PASS 0115 GMR- DUN
1621 VSTP DUN-DUN 1624
1624 LOSA 8860 DUN - r 'JN 1632
1632 8867 D UN-L.% 1664
1702 8868 DAV-DUN 1724
1745 8875 DUN-DAV 1807
1815 8875 DAV - W N 1837
1837 SSTP DUN-DUN 1040
1856 PASS 0162 DUN - GMR 1915
1915 ESTP GMR GMR 1920
CREW SCHEDULE 24
TRAIN SET LOT
0736 VSTP GMR- GMR 0741
0741 0538 GMR- O
07*5 uOSA0S38 10! • ID! C746
0756 1825 1DI-GMR 0800
0800 RANG GMR - GMF 0824
06<5 1825 GMR - EFT 0653
0653 STAL 1825 EFT-EFT Otoe
0658 SSTP EFT-EFT 0906
0836 PASS 0636 EFT - GMF; 0647
O0«7 ESTP GMR• GMR 0952
TRAIN SET R13
1442 BSTP GMR* GMR 1447
1447 PASS 0104 GMR-BAR
1522 VSTP ERR BAR 1552
1552 VOOR 1335 BRR-BRR 1610
1610 1635 BAR - GMR 1642
1643 1635 GMR-OLF 1735
1745 1636 OLF ■ BAR 1844
TRAIN SET L01
1141 BSTP GMR-GMR
1146 PASS 0088 G M R-Bta 1219
1246 VSTP BRR-BRR 1306
1305 VOOR 0647 BRR-BRR 1323
1323 0547 BRR-GMTi 1343
1413 0547 GMrt-LPA
1505 0556 I tt . - GMR
1547 SSTP GMR- GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 16
TRAIN SET G01
0449 VSTP GMR - GkiR 0453
0453 VOOR 1007 GMR-GMR osns
0506 1007 GMR - tJB 0521
0526 1006 ALB-GMR 0640
OCAS 1009 GMR - ALB 0558
0603 1010 K b • GMR 0617
GMR-ALB 063C
06*0 1012 ALB-GMR 0664
0708 1013 GMR-ALB 0721
0726 1014 ALB-GMR 0740
0740 STAL 1014 GMR-GMR 0754
0754 SSTP GMR-GMR 07®
TRAIN SET G 04
1410 VSrP GMR-GMR
1415 VOOR 1123 GMR- GMR
GMR - KPR
1522 1124 KPR. GMR
1758 SSTP GMR• GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 17
TRAIN SET G03
0514 VS TP GMR-GMR 0519
0519 LOSA 1106 GMR- GMR 0520
0520 RANG ’ 1 >3 GMR• GMR 3560
0550 1113 GMR-KPR 0633
KPR-GMR on e
0730 STAL H14 GMR GMR 0744
0744 SSTP GMR. GMR 0749
TRAIN SE T K 04
1423 VSTP GMR- GMR 1428
1423 LOSA 7640 GMR- GMR 14X5
1430 7853 GMR.KWE 1502
1513 7546 KWE-GMR 1543
1545 7857 GMR.KWE 1617
1628 7654 KWE-GMR 1058
1701 7867 GMR-KWE 1733
1743 7666 ,<WE - GMR 1813
1813 SSTP GMR-GMR 1818
CREW SCHEDULE 18
TRAiN SET K06
0545 BSTP GM3- GMR 0550
0550 PASS 1113 GMR-S*M 0555
0657 VSTP SIM - SIM 0604
0604 LOSA 7712 SIM - S *
0613 7819 SIM-KWE
KWE SIM 0714
0725 7825 S^-K W E 0753
0804 7728 KWE-SiM 0633
0633 STAL 7728 SIM SIM
0654 SSTP SIM - SIM
TRAIN SET K06
1545 VSTP SIM ■ SIM
1552 VOOR 7861 SIM-SIM 1610
1610 7861 SIM-KWE 1638
KWE-SIM 1716
1725 7671 SIM-KWE
1803 7738 KWE-SIM 1832
1832 SSTP SIM - SIM 1835
1831 ESTP SM - GMR 1848
CREW SCHEDULE 19
TRAIN SET LOS
0615 BSTP GMR-GMR 0620
0620 PASS 0615 GMR-EFT 06?1
0642 VSTP EH -EFT 0647
0647 LOSA 0528 EFT-EFT 0656
0658 0525 EFT-IRA 0722
0733 0660 LRA-EFT 0604
0804 STAl OSSO 0654
0824 SSTP EFT. EFT 0832
0909 PASS 06 26 En-G M R 0920
0620 ESTP GMR-GMR 0625
TRAIN SET KOI
1508 VSTP GMR-GMR 1513
1513 LOSA 7644 GMR-GMR 1515
1515 7865 GMR.KWE 1547
1556 7650 KWE-GMR 1628
1630 7863 GMR KWE 1702
1713 7662 KWF-GMR 1743
1745 7873 GMR-KWE 1617




0632 VSTP GMR-GMR 0637
0637 LOSA 0522 GMR GMR 0638
0638 0522 GMF-BRA 0711
0711 STAL 0522 BAR.BAR 0735
0735 SSTP BRR-BRR 0756
0808 PASS 0071 BRR-GMR 0839
083*1 ESTP GMR-GMR 06*4
TRAIN SET K05
1325 BSTP GMR-GMR 1330
1330 PASS *657 GMR - KUT 1335
1430 VSTP KUT-KUT >437
1437 PANG 7659 KUT-KVT 1442
1512 VOOR 7667 KUT-KUT - 1530
1530 7667 KUT-KWE 1553
1602 7552 KWE- KUT 1627
1636 76*3 KUT-KWE 1659
1706 7560 KWE-KUT 1733
V42 7677 KUT- KWE 1806
i8 i t  75?: KWE-KUT
1841 STAL 7572 KUT-KUT
1910 SSTP KUT-KUT 1917
1923 PASS 7676 KUT-GMR 1928
1828 ESTP r-MR - GMR 1933
CREW SCHEDULE 21
TRAIN SET K05
0644 VSTP GMR-GMR 0649
0646 LOSA 7816 GMR-GMR 0661
0651 7627 GMR-KWE 0719
0730 7618 KWE-GMR 0800
0803 7637 GMR-BRR 0824
0624 STAL 7637 BRR-BRR 0848
0648 SSTP BRR-BRR 0659
0908 PASS 0083 BRR-GMR 0939
0939 ESTP GMR-GMR
TRAIN SET LOT
1516 BSTP GMR-GMR 1521
1521 PASS 0653 GMR-EFT 1532
1545 VSTP EFT.EFT 1553
1553 RANG Er*T-EFT 1617
1617 VOOR 0565 EFT - EFT 1635
1635 0665 EFT-OLF 1701
1710 0574 OLF-EFT 1738
1752 0581 EFT-LRA 1652
1831 0S86 LRA-EFT 1902
1902 STAL 0588 EFT. EFT 1907
1907 SSTP EFT-EFT 1910
1936 PASS 0684 EFT - GMR 1947
1947 ESTf' GMR-GMR
18*4 STAL 1636 " M T M .. 1908
1808 SSTP SAP - BAP 1927
1938 PASS 0107 BAA - QMS
2009 ESTP QMP-GMFi
CREW SCHEDULE 25
TRAIN SET  KOI
0738 V$TP OMF QMR 0743
0743 LOSA7616 GMR QMR 0745
0745 7827 GMR KWE 0817
0628 7624 KWE GMR 0858
0858 ST AL 762< GMR GMR 0327
0927 SSTP GMA-GMF 0832
TRAIN SET K03
1414 6STP GMR GMR 1416
1416 PASS 0102 GMR. BAR
1450 VS TP BRR-BRR 1520
1520 VOOR 7869 BRR-BRR 1538
1538 7689 BRR.KUT 1605
1610 7671 Kl/I-KWE 1633
1650 755A KWE-KUT 1715
1734 7676 KUT-KWE
1806 7570 KWE-KUT
2007 SSTP KUT-KUT 2014
2038 PASS 7686 KUT-3MR 2043
2043 ESTP GMR-GMR 2046
CREW SCHEDULE 26
TRAIN SET L02
0745 8STP GMR GMR 0750
0750 PASS 0611 GMR KAF 0618
0822 VSTP KAF-KAF 0630
0830 RANG KAF- KAF 0841
0M1 LOSA KAF - KAF 1005
1005 1827 KAF - LRA
IQM 1812 LRA-KAF
1040 SSTP K^-KAF
1150 PASS 0646 KAF-GMR
1220 ESTP GMR GMR 1225
TRAIN SET LOB
1418 SSTP GMR- GMR
1423 PASS 0647 GMR KAF
1516 VSTP KAF-KAF
1524 VQOP 1632 KAF-KAF
154,' 1832 KAF-EFT
16H CS57 EFT-LRA ’642
1651 0568 LRA-EFT
1738 0577 EFT-LRA isoy
1818 0586 LRA-EFT 1845
1845 SSTP EFT-EFT 1848
1909 PASS 0682 EFT - ‘.-MR 1820
1920 ESTP GMR- GMR 1925
CREW SCHEDULE 27
TRAIN SET LOS
075" ' * , 0 GMR- GMR
orse i_QSA 05*4 GMR- GMR
077 J 0544 GMR - IDl
0* 2 SSTP
0816 PASS 0541 O  - GMR
0620 ESTP GMR - GMR
TRAIN SET G05
1422 VSTP GMR- GMR
1427 LOSA 0361 GMR• GMR
GMR - KPF
1605 1126 KPR - GMR 1647
1647 RANG 1126 GMR-GMR 1705
GMR-NAS 1742
NAS-GMR
1820 STAL 1132 GMR- GMR
1844 SSTP GMR- GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 28
TRAIN SET K04
CS38 VSTP GMR GMR 0613
0813 LOSA 7620 GMR GMR 0815
0615 7831 GMR-KWE
0858 7626 KWE-GMR 0928
09% 7835 GMR.KWE 1002
1013 7628 KWE GMR 1043
1043 SSTP GMR-GMR
TRAIN SET LOS
1416 BSTP GMR GMR
1423 PASS 0647 GMR EFT




172# 0578 TEM - EFT
1805 0583 EFT-LRA
LRA-KAF
1855 STAL 1844 KAF-KAF
1900 SSTP KAF- KAF




0823 VSTP GMR GMR
0628 LOSA 7634 GMR GMR
0830 7639 GMR KWE 0858
39U7 7344 KWE-GMR 0941
0943 7643 GMR KWE 1011
1024 7850 KWE-GMR 1056
1058 SSTP GMR GMR 1103
TRAIN SET LOS
1418 BSTP GMR GMR 1423
1423 PASS 0647 GMR-KAF
1519 VSTP KAF-KAF
1527 VOCR 1834 KAF - KAF
1545 1834 KAF-EFT
1619 0559 EFT-LRA
1700 0570 LRA-EFT t73f
1810 0585 EFT-LRA 1640
1850 1846 LRA-KAF 1901
1901 STAL 1646 KAF-KAF
1906 SSTP KAF-KAF
1950 PASS 0686 KAF-GMR
2020 ESTP GMR GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 30
TRAIN SET SOI
1138 VSTP GMR- GMR
1143 VOOP 1023 GMR- GMP 1158
1158 1023 GMR-ALB 1211
1216 102* ALB-GMR 1230
1258 1025 GMR - ALB
1316 1026 A-.B - GMR
1330 STAL 1026 GMR• GMR
1343 SSTP GMR-GMR
TRAIN SET G01
1426 VSTP GMR- GMR
1436 VOOR '029 GMR- GMR
1451 RANG GMR - GMR
1500 1029 GMR-ALB
1610 1030 ALB - GMR 1624
1636 1031 GMR-ALB 1649
1654 1032 ALB-GMR 1708
1712 1033 GMR-ALB
1730 1034 ALB-GMR
1749 1035 GMR. ALB
1806 i036 ALB-GMR
1822 STAL 1036 GMR- GMR
iiao ssrp GMR- GMR
TRAIN SET GO*
1915 VSTP GMR- GMR 1920
1820 IBSA 5134 GMR - GMR 2000
2000 1137 GMR-KPR 2041
2063 1138 KPR. GMR
2137 STAL 1138 GMR-GMR
2151 SSTP GMR GMR 2156
TRAIN SET K02
2225 VSTP GMR GMR 2230
2230 7695 GMR-KWE 225E
2307 7696 KWE GMR 2334
2334 STAL 7696 GMR GMR 2339
2338 SSTP GMR GMR 2344
CREW SCHEDULE 31
TRAIN SET G05
1211 BSTP GMR-GMR 1216
1216 PASS 0092 GMR-BAR 1249
1308 VSTP BAR-BAR 1338
1338 VOOR *361 BAR-BAR 1363
1363 0361 BAR-GMR 1415
- 15 RANG 036' GMR-CMR 1427
1427 SSTP GMR GMR 1432
TRAIN SET 101
1542 VSTP GMR GMR 1547
1547 LOSA 0556 GMR GMR 1616
1616 0563 GMP-LRA 1656
1708 0576 LRA - GMR
1808 0587 GMR-LRA 1850
1900 0590 LRA - EFT 1931
1931 STAL 0590 EFT - EFT 1836
1936 SSTP EFT-EFT
-XXS PASS 0686 EFT-GMR
1 . a  ESTP GMR GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 32
TRAIN SET KOI
1222 VSTP GMR GMR
1227 VOOR 7845 GMR GMR
1245 7845 GMR-KWE 1317
1328 7638 KWE. GMR 1358
1400 7851 GMR- KWE 1432
1443 7644 KWE-GMR
1513 SSTP GMR GMR
TRAIN SET 0 0 2
1550 VSTP GMR- GMR 1555
1555 LOSA 1737 GMR- GMR 1559
1586 1740/1 GMR- BOY 1624
1636 1743/4 BOY-GMR
1711 RANG 1746 GMR• GMR
1735 1746 GMR-BOY
1810 1751 BOY-GMR
1835 STAL 1751 GMR-GMR
1849 SSTP GMR- GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 33
TRAIN SET G 02
1241 BSTP GMR.GMR
1246 PASS 0096 GMR. BAR
1336 VSTP BAR BAR
1348 VOOR 0367 BAP - BRA
1403 0367 BAR.GMR
1425 STAL 0367 GMR-GMR 1437
GMR BOY 1510
1530 1737 BOY-GMR 1555
1555 SSTP GMR-GMR 1600
TRAIN SET K07
1612 BSTP GMR- GMR
1617 PASS 1129 GMR-SIM
1635 VSTP SIM-SIM
1642 VOOR 7865 SIM-SIM
r 170C ’ 665 SiM-kWe 1728
1739 7736 KWE S*M
1823 7579 StM-KWE
1902 '’578 KWE-K'JT 1932
1932 STAL'578 KUT-KUT 1939
1946 SSTP KLTT - KLfT 1954
2008 PASS 7864 KUT-QMS 2013
2013 ESTF GMR GMR 2018
TRAIN SET K02
2063 VSTP GMR-GMR 2058
20S8 LOSA7M2 GMK-GMA 2100
2100 7993 GMR-KWE 2128
2 m  7896 KWE GMR 2213
2230 7695 GMR-KWE 2258
2307 7656 KWE GMR
2334 ST A l 7696 GMR GMR 2355
2SS6 SSTP GMR GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 34
TRAIN SET DOS
1334 BIT? GMR GMR 1339
1339 PASS 0105 GMR-DUN 1358
1437 VSTP DUN• DUN 1448
1448 VOOR 8855 DUN-DUN 1506
1506 8855 tXJN - DAV 1528
1536 8856 QAV - DUN 1558
1606 8861 DUN - DAV 1628
^636 8862 DAV- DUN 1658
DUN-DUN
1711 PASS 0148 DUN-GMR 1730
1730 ESTP GMR-GMR
TRAIN SET K04
1808 VSTP GMR GMR
1813 LOSA 7666 GMR-GMR 1815
1615 7877 GMR-KWE 1847
KWE-GMR 1928
IKK) 7887 GMR-KWE 2002
2013 7686 KWE - GMR
2043 SSTP GMR GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 35
TRAIN SET P10
1345 VSTP GMR- GMR 1350
1350 LOSA 0645 GMR- GMR 1351
1351 0645 GMR• PRR 1455





1642 RANG PAR.PAR 1645
1645 0672 PRR-GMR 1753
1754 0672 GMR - BRR 1818
1818 STAL 0672 BAR.BAR 1823
1823 SSTP BRR-BRR
TRAIN SET POS
1934 VSTP BRR • BRR
1934 VOOR 0665 BRR • BRR 1955
1955 0685 BRR. GMR 2020
2021 0685 GMR - PAR 2124




2148 VOOP 0692 2209
2209 RANG PRR-PRR £?'.>
2212 0692 PAR.GMR
2321 GMR-BRR 2345
2345 STAL 0692 BRR.BAR OCOS
0009 SSTP BRR-BhR 0028
0028 PASS C-.39 BRR-GMF
0049 ESTP GMR- GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 39
TRAIN SET 103
-418 BSTP GMR-GMR 1423
1423 PASS 0647 GMR. EFT 1434
1454 VSTP EFT. EFT 1459
1459 LOSA 0564 EFT-EFT 1542
1542 0551 e f t - lra 1612
1630 0564 LRA-EFT
Er-T-LRA f ’SI
1800 0564 LRA - GMR *842
1844 066* OMR.a 1848
1859 0595 O 'G M R 1903
1903 SSTP GMR GMR 1908
TRAIN SET K02
1936 VSTP GMR-GMR 1943
1943 LOSA 7864 GMR-GMR 1945
1945 7687 GMR KWE 2913
2024 7892 KWE-GMR 2058
2058 SSTP GMR GMR 2103
TRAIN SET K04
2156 VSTP GMR-GMR 2200
2200 7895 GMR-KWE 2232
2241 7594 KWE - (UT 2302
2302 STAL 7594 KUT-KUT 2307
2307 SSTP KUT-KUT 2314
2338 PASS KOMBl KUT-GMR 2343
2343 LSTP GMR - GMR 2343
CREW SCHEDULE 40
TRAIN SET G 0 3
1528 VSTP GMR-GMR 1538
1538 VOOR 1127 GMR-GMR 1553
1553 1127 GMR KPR 1636
1645 1128 KPH-GMR 1728
1728 STAL 1128 GMR GMR 1745
1745 SSTP GMR GMR 1750
TRAIN SET LOS
1822 BSTP GMR GMR 1827
1827 PASS 0^79 GMR EFT 1836
1842 VSTP EFT-EFT '845
1845 LOS* 0586 EFT - EFT 1901
EFT- LRA 1931
LRA- KAF
1951 STAL 1850 KAF-KAF
1956 SSTP KAF-KAF
2050 PASS 0688 KAF-GMR
2130 ESTP GMR - GMR
CREW SCHEDULE 41
TRA!N SET G04
1602 VSTP GMR. GMR 1607
1607 LOSA 1124 GMR- GMR 1617
1617 1129 GMR-KPR 1700
1709 1130 KPR-GMR ,753
1753 STAL 1130 GMR- GMR 1758
1758 SSTP GMR- GMR 1803
TRAIN SET 3 0 4
1834 BSTP GMR. GMR 1839
1839 PASS 0143 GMR.DUN 1857
1904 VSTP DUN-DUN 1667
1907 LOSA 8880 DUN-OUU 1915
1915 8887 DUN - DAV 1937
1945 8888 DAV-DUN 2007
2015 8833 DUN-DAV 2037
2045 8894 DAV-DUN 2107
2107 SSTP DUN-DUN 2110
2156 PASSOr'S OUN-GMR 2215
2215 ESTP GMR• GMR 2220
CREW SCHEDULE 36
TRAIN SET L02
1346 BSTP GMR-GMR 1351
1351 PASS 0645 GMR. KAF 1419
KAF-KAF 1447
1447 VOW  1847 KAF-KAF 1505
1505 1847 KAF-LRA 1518
1528 068J LRA - GMR 1610
1617 0562 GMR -a 1621
1632 0567 O  - GMR 1636
1536 SSTP GMR GMR 1641
TRAIN SET LOS
1713 VSTP GMR.GMR 1718
1718 VOOR 0579 GMR-GMR 1736
1736 0579 GMR-LRA 1618
1827 1842 LRA.KAF
1834 STAL 1842 KAF-KAF 1843
1M3 SSTP KAF-KAF 1851
1917 PASS 0684 KAF-GMR 1947
1947 ESTP GMR-GMR 1952
CREW SCHEDULE 37
TRAIN SET KOI
1363 VSTP GMR GMR 1358
1400 7851 GMR-KWE 1432
1443 7644 KWE-GMR
GMR GMR
TRAIN SET K 0 2
1549 VSTP GMR-GMR 1554
1554 LOSA 7648 GMR GMR 1556
GMR.KW1
KWE-GMR 17'4
1716 7869 GMR-KWE 1748
1756 7568 KWE-KUT 1824
1835 7681 KUT-KWE 1658
1909 7884 KWE-GMR 1943
1943 SSTP GMR.GMR 194f
TRAIN SET K04
2038 VSTP GMR GMR 2043





2302 STAL 7594 KUT-KUT 2307
2307 SS"P KUT-KUT 2314
2338 PASS KOMBl KUT-GMR 2348
2348 ESTP GMR-GMR 2348
CREW SCHEDULE 38
TRAIN SET D01
14-i6 BSTP GMR-GMR 1421
1421 PASSU656 GMR-BAR 1445
1539 VSTP BRR-BRR 1606
1609 VOOR 8873 BRR.BRR 1627
BRR. DAV
QAV - DUN
1832 8881 DUN - DAV
1902 8882 DAV-DUN 1924
1924 STAL 88% DUN - DUN 1932
1932 SSTP DUN-DUN 1944
TRAIN SET D04
2104 VSTP DUN-DUN 2107
2107 LOSA 8894 DJN-DUN 2115
DUN-DAV
2145 8896 DAV-DUN 2207
2235 6897 DUN DAV 2257
2305 8896 DAV-DUN 2327
2327 STAL 8896 DUN-DUN 2348
2348 SSTP DUN-DUN 2351
2355 PASS 1406 DUN-GMR 0009





1621 VSTP GMR• GMR 18%
1626 VOOPORI’I GMR- GMR 16*4
16*4 RANG GMR- GMR 1858
1M6 0571 3MR-LRA 1738
1734 0582 LRA • EFT
1847 3591 EFT-LMA
1930 1848 LRA-KA- 1942
1942 STAL 1648 KAPKAF 1859
1958 SSTP KAF KAF 2007
2050 PASS 0688 KAF-GMR 2120
2120 ESTP GMR - GMR 2125
TRAIN SET R 32
0406 VSTP GMR-GMR 0410
0412 3329 GMR.DUN 0428
0429 8807 DUN-QAV 0451
0456 0712 DAV-GMR 0541
0641 SSTP GMR- GMR 0546
CREW SCHEDULE 43
TRAIN SET D03
1626 BSTP GMR- GMR 162S
1629 PASS 0121 GMR- DUN 1647
1655 VSTP DUN • DUN 1558
1858 LOSA8862 DUN- DUN 1706
1706 8869 DUN-OAV 17%
DAV-DUN 1758
1806 8877 DUN-DAY 18%
1836 8878 DAV-DUN 1358
1906 8885 DUN-DAV 192*
1936 8886 DAV-DUN 1958
1958 STAL 8806 DUN-DUN 2006
2006 SSTP DUN-DUN
2026 PASS 0172 DUN - GMR
2046 ESTP GMR- GMR
TRAIN SET K03
0345 BSTP GMR-CMR 0345
0345 PASS KOMBS GMR • KJT 0355
0358 VSTP KUT- KUT 0405
0405 VOOR 7607 KITT - KUT 0423
0423 7607 KUT-KWE 0442
0453 7606 KWE-GMR 0527
0527 SSTP GMR- GMR 0532
CREW SCHEDULE 44
TRAIN SET L02
1631 VSTP GMR-GMR 1636
1636 LCSA0567 GMR-GMR 1539
GMR-LRA 1720
1733 0560 LRA-GMR 1815
1815 SSTP GMP-GMR 1620
TRAIN SET KOI
1855 VSTP GMH-GMR 1858
1856 LOS x -674 GMR-GMR 1900
1900 7883 GMR-KWE 1832
1943 7684 KWE-CMF 2013
2013 STAL 7684 GMR-GMR 2042
2042 SSTP GMR- GMR 2047
CREW SCHEDULE 45
TRAIN SET G 06
1713 V^TP GMR - GMR
1716 VOOR1133 GMR-GMR
1733 1133 GMR-KPR
1836 1134 KPR. GMR
1920 SSTP GMR-GMR
TRAIN SET (504
0351 VSTP GMR-GMR 0358
0356 VOOR 1107 GMR-GMR 0413
0413 1107 GMR-KPR 0456
KPR-GMR 0560
0550 RANG 1106 GMR-GMR 0606
0606 SSTP OMR-GMR 0611
CREW SCHEDULE 46
TRAIN SET K03
1725 BSTP GMR-GMR 1730
1730 PASS 0102 GMR-KUT 1735
1P26 VS 'P KUT KUT 1831
1831 LOSA757C KUT-KUT 1841
184« 7683 KUT-KWE 160*
1913 7580 KWE-KUT
1936 STAL 7580 KUT.KUT 2007
2 0 T  SSTP KUT - KUT 2014
2036 PASS 7666 KUT-GMR 2043
2043 ESTP OMR-GMR 2048
TRAIN SET L01
0316 VSTP GMR-GMR
0323 VOOR 0603 GMR.GMR 0341
03*1 0503 GMR.LRA 0423
0*36 0506 LRA-EFT 0607
0521 0509 EFT-LRA 0649
0559 0522 LHA-GMR 0637
0637 SSTP GMR.GMR 0642
CREW SCHEDULE 47
TRAIN SET D02
is r  -tp GMR-GMR 1809
IkL SS 0153 GMR-DUN 1827
183* SI* DUN-DUN 1837
133' ' A  A 8876 DUN-DUN 18*5
18*5 6663 DUN-OAV 1907
1915 8884 DAV-DUN 1937
1945 889. nUN-DAV 2007
2015 8882 DAV-DUN 2037
2037 STAL 8892 DUN-DUN 2056
2058 SSTP DUN. DUN 2101
2156 PASS 0175 DUN GMR 2215
2215 ESTP GMR.GMR 2220
TRAIN SET KGS
0318 BSTP GMR-GMR 0318
0316 PASS KOMB GMR-KUT 0328
0331 VSTP KUT-KUT 0338




0535 7712 KWE-SfM 0804
0604 SSTP SiM-SfM 0607
0607 ESTP SIM - GMR 0620
CREW SCHEDULE 48
TRAIN SET LOS
1810 VSTP GMR - GMR 1815
1824 0586 OMR - LRA 1901
1613 v592 LRA-KAF 1925
1925 SSTP KAF-KAF 1933
1950 PASS 0686 KAF-GMR 2021
2021 ESTP GMR-GMR 2026
TRAIN SET K05
0316 BSTP GMR- GMR 0316
0318 PASS KOMB GMR - KUT 0328
0405 VSTP KUT-KUT 0412
0412 VDOR '609 KUT-KUT 0430
0430 7609 KUT-KWE 0449
KWE-StM
SIM-KWE 0606
0615 7816 KWE-GMR 0649
0649 SSTP GMR-GMR 0654
CREW SCHEDULE <9
TRAIN SET LC2
ie in  vstp GMR-GMR 1815
1815 LOSA0580 GMR-GMR 1824
1824 0568 GMR-LRA 1901
1913 0592 LRA-KAF 1925
1925 SSTP KAF-KAF 1933
1951 PASSC386 KAF.GMR 2020
2020 ESTP GMR-GMR 2025
TRAIN SET LOS
0247 BSTP GMR.GMR 0252
0252 PASS 1605 GMR KAF 0320
0412 VSTP KAF-KAF 0*20
0420 VOOR 1805 KAF.KAF 0438
0438 1805 KAF-IRA 0449
0458 0608 LRA-EFT 0529
0643 0511 EFT-LRA 0611
06L0 0528 LRA-EFT 0647
0647 SSTP E F T -ST 0660
0705 PASS 0620 EFT.GMR 0713
0713 ESTP GMR-GMR 0718
CREW SCHEDULE 50
TRAIN SET G04
1813 VSTP GMR-GMR 1818
1818 VOOR 113b GMR-GMR 1833
1633 1135 GMR-KPR 1916
1925 1136 KPR-GMR 2006
2009 STAL 1136 GMR.GMR 2023
2023 SSTP GMR-GMR 20%
TRAIN SET G 06
0447 VSTP GMR-GMR 0452
L4S2 VOOR 1111 OMR-GMR 0507
0607 RANG GMR. GMR 0519
0519 1111 GMR.KPR
0611 1112 KPR-GMR 0856
0656 STaL 1117 GMR-GMR 0713
0713 S8T- GMR.GMR 0.18
CREW SCHEDULE 51
TRAIN SET K06
1817 SSTP GMR-SIM 18%
1829 VSTP SIM-SIM 1832
1832 LOSA 7738 SlM-SiM 18*1
1841 7861 SH-t • KWE 1909
19% 7746 KWE BM 1949
zone 7869 SIM.KWE 2028
2037 7588 KWE-KUT 210?
2102 STAL 7588 KUT.KUT 2107
2107 SSTP KUT.KUT
2153 PASS 7692 KUT. GMR 2158
2158 ESTP GMR.GMR 2203
TRAIN SET LOG
0336 BSTP GMR.GMR
0341 PASS 0503 GMR-KAF 0410
0429 VSTP KAF-KAF 0437
0437 VOOR 1613 KAF-KAF 0455
0455 1813 KAF-TEM 0500
0509 0010 TEM-GMR 0644
0553 7619 GMR-KWE 0621
0630 7820 KWE-GMR 0704
0704 SSTP GMR.GMR 0709
CREW SCHEDULE 52
TRAIN SET W 3
1819 BSTP OWQMm 1824
1824 PASS(^@ QMR.W# 1848
1858 .'STP K ^ K A f 1808
V903 L08A(Mg K *  KAf 1B30ISe® 0809 ¥J& - LRA 1012
a o a  laca LBA-KAF 8088
2C35 STAL 1852 W fK A F 204020m SSTP KAF-KAF 2107
2150 K A f - Q m 2220
22%) BTP 222S
TRAIN SET DOS
2303 BSTP ewm.OMm 2306
2306 PASS 0177 08*.DUN 2327
0317 VSTP OUN-DUN 03280328 voommaoi DUN-DUN 0146
0346 580' DUNDAV &m
0416 #632 DAV-DUN 0438
0446 3809 DUN-r A / 0808
0616 8810 CW JUN 0538
0546 8617 DUN DAV 0808
0616 8818 DAY.DUN
0638 SS1P DUN - DUN 08*1




IK S BSTP QMR-Q&m 1833
1833 PASS 76M1 OMM.KAF 1886
1317 VSTP KAf KAF




2223 1856 LRA-KAF 2236
2259 1853 KAF-LRA 2312
2321 0588 LRA-tiMR 0003
0003 STAL 0586 q m r . omh 0008
0008 S*TP GMff - 3MA OCiS
TRAIN £ £ 1  LOS
J247 BSTP OMR.OMR 0282
025? PASS 1605 GMR-ETT 0303
0357 VST® LFT.EF7
0400 VDOF yue b h - . eft
0418 RANG EFT EFT
0442 0008 PT-O LF
05%) 051* OLf-3MR
OMB BSTP OMR.OMR 0604
CREW SCHEDULE 54 ;
TRAIN SET L02
1828 BSTP GMR-GMR 1833
1833 PASS?K#1 OMR W f
1817 VSTP KAF - KAr 192b
KAFKAF 2088
2 0 *  1848 KAF LW n r
21?'i 18M LRA-KAF
2 1 'j* 'j6 1
2223 1856 LRA-KAF
0 8 #  1053 KAF-LRA
2321 om# LRAOMR 0003
0009 STAL 0888 OMROMR 0038
3008 MTP OMR-OMR 0013
1
TRAIN SET KOI
0340 VSTP OMW OMR es*s
0345 LOSA76G2 s u m o m 0400
0400 7307 OMR •<WE
0443 7604 KWE a m 0513
0615 7811 OMR K m 05*7
c ^ e 761C KWE o m 0626
OKS 7821 OMR KWE 0702
0713 7818 KWE GMP 0743
SSTP OMR OMR 0748
CREW SCHEDULE 5" 
TRAIN SET LC3
1858 VSTP OMR -OMR 1903
1903 LOSA 0535 OMR -GMR 1930
1*30 0535 OMR -LRA 2012
2033 1SS2 LRA- KAF 2035
3035 STAL 1852 KAF - KAF 2059
2068 SSTP KAF- K ^ 2137
2150 P A ^ c e g o KAF OMR 2220
2ZS5 FSTP OMR 2225
TRAIN SET k04
0407 “.TP GMR OMR 0412
0412 VOOP 7808 OMR OMR 0*30
04S) 7808 OMR KWE 0802
0811 7808 KWE OMR 0641
0543 7817 OMR KWE 0815
C624 7515 KWE KUT 0649
OTOB 7629 KUT- KWE 073?
0743 7620 KWE GMR 0613
0813 SSTP QMS GMR 9818
CREW SCHEDULE 5 3
TRAIN SET R28
232S K TP OMR OM, 2334
z m  f j s o e s s OMR - e m 2357
DM# VSTP BhT - TR 0207
02C7 VCXSS 1605 R 0225
0225 1605 BRR w f 1323
0340 1S06 CXF OMR 0-19
0416 SSTP OMR OMR (MM
TRAIN SET G02
0512 VSTP OMR OMR 0517
0617 VOOR1TK OMR OMR 0532
0532 i m o OMR BOY 0557
0fiG2 172SA mov Q m 0627
0645 1728/8 OMR BOY 0710
5716 1731/2 BOY GMR 0743
0757 0358 OMR BRR 0818
0618 STAL 3358 BAS BRR 0842
0842 SSTP 8RR BAR 0903
0808 P ASC 0081 BAR GMR 0939
m s s  ESTP OMR OMR 99*4
TRAIN SET K04
1038 VSTP OMR GMR 1043
1043 /828 OMR GMR 1CH5
1045 v y g OMR KWE 1117
1126 t i o KWE OMR 1158
1158 SiS'P GMR OMR 1203
B -  7
APPENDIX Cl
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 1988 AND 1989 MODELS
Nominal kngth of the tongt u  shift to o •1:00 4:00 4:00 4:00 430
Nominal lec^htrfiht Tth r shifts 2:30 2:30 230 2:30 VJ0 130
Bofdcing on lime 030 030 020 0:20 023 6:20
BocUngciTtime 0:15 0:15 015 015 015 015
Maximum k i# h  of a scheduk 14.-00 14K10 14.-00 :4:00 14:00 14:00
Minimum knzll, of axcheduk &00 8:00 8.-00 8:00 800 &00
Maximum mit Thcr of shirts in a schedule 4 4 4 4 4
Maximum schedule length with no meal break 5d» 5K30 5:00 5:00 5:UD &00
Maxim-un schetiu’c length with <mc meal break 10:00 10:00 m m 10:00 KkOO 10430
Miumum lime allown ior a meal keak 0-30 030 030 030 030 030
Mmimmn time between shifts (short brealt) 0:10 &10 010 >10 010 010
Maximvm rest peri-xl in a schedule 3S9 3:00 3.-00 Mm 3-00 3X30
Model 1988 1989 1988 1989 1988 1989
IhHasd !A] |A1 (B) tB] IC) IC]
NnmbCT of schedules 63 60 62 56 59 56
X  Time on traios 198:14 198:14 198:14 198:14 198:14 198:14
B Booking on/off times 36:45 35dX) 3610 32:40 34:25 32:40
C. Walking time 44:18 43:43 38:18 37:58 41:23 404?
D. Transport time 42:05 3937 38.11 35:06 3730 33:40
E  Meai/shoi •. break time 34:20 34.10 28:40 3010 33m 32:40
F. Time between trains 205:43 219:24 19031 281:39 212:28 291:11
G, Preparation time 17:21 1731 17:21 17:21 17:21 17:21
H. Shunting/staging time 20:29 20:29 23:29 2029 2029 2029
L Time go duty 599:15 637:48 56754 654:37 594:50 666:58
J. Time to 8 hours 34:47 28:31 3026 1029 24:34 12:16
K, Total schedule time 634K12 636:19 598:20 665:06 619:24 67>14
L. Total idle time 240:18 247:43 220:57 292:08 237:02 303:27
M. Overtime 130:02 156:19 102:20 217:06 147:24 231:14
I - A  + B + C + D + E + F + O + H ; X = I + J ; L =: F 4' J
Vydmum time on trains 06:25 06:16 05:10 05:53 06:20 06:32
Minimum time on trains 01:13 01:00 0137 01:56 01:20 01:54
Average time on trains 03:08 03:18 03:11 03:32 03:21 03:32
Standard deviation 01:05 01:13 0054 0053 0052 0056
Maxm”’m time on duty 13:59 14:00 1358 14:00 14:00 14K30
Minimum time on duty 04:04 03:33 04:58 04:51 04-49 04:40
Average time on duty 0930 1037 99:09 li:41 1004 lk5*
Standard deviation m m 02:58 02:41 02:32 02:56 02:33
APPENDIX O
COMVAfeiSOM OF 19S9 MOi>ELWfTH EXISTING SCHEDULE
T«k e&Wag cm* ap^ ars  la ibf iir^  rd e e a .
Nominal icogt - of the longest sh® 4 m 4*0 4:00 4:00
Noimaallen^aof ih - other mMk 2,30 230 230 230 130
Boi:iidag«a tieie &20 0:20 Ck2ts 0:20 0.20
Bontii^cStLne &I5 0:15 0:15 0:15 0:15
Mmlraum kegtb of a schedute Uii$ I4.-00 14:35 1435 1435
Mmimiim leqgili a scbediA; &0C ftOO &00 &00 &00
Ma»muja a»tixsr c l sbiffs m s schedule 4 4 4 4 4
MaximuB- schedule lengih with no meal bttck s m 5.-00 S.’OO 5a* 5i)0
Mcximvoi sclieuuk length wilh one mcd bresk NMP 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00
Mm’antyr: lims ailoweo for.? meal break &3Q (k30 0.30 C30 030
M:i*teatr. dme between shifis (short break) flrlO 0:10 0:10 0,10 0:10
Maximum icst period in a schedule 3:00 MO 3:00 3:00
Bate set IM [AJ lAj W ic i
Number ef schedules m 60 57 54 53
A. Tune ce ttaim 198:’ ♦ im i4 198:14 198:14 198:14
B. Booking OiVofi times 35.-00 33:15 3130 30^5
C  Walking tone 43:28 $3:43 43:18 37:48 W 3
D. Transport time 38:25 m n 39:34 34:46 34:17
E. Meai/sliort brc»k time 3Z40 34:10 34rf» 29:20 32:30
F. Tim; between trains SS5-.V 21924 240:22 256:22 273:77
G. Preparation time 17:21 17:21 17:21 17:21 '7:21
H. Shunting/staging time 20:29
I. Time or duty 720:51 607:48 62633 6Z5J0 647:56
J. Time tc 8 hours 09:17 %3] 17^7 09d6 0331
K, ToNl schedule time___________________ 720:51 636:19 644:00 635:46 651:27
L. Tcta! idle time 34431 247:43 257:37 266:18 27638
M. Overtime 2SQM 156:19 188-00 203:46 227-27
I » A  + B + C + D - f E  i  F + G + H ; K - I  + J; L = r  + J
05:31 06:16 05:50 o?m 05.55
Mmimum tu .e on trams 00:41 0k00 C1Z7 01:53 01.35
Average lime on trah 03:18 03:18 03:28 03:40 03:44
Standard devwlioit o o a 01:13 Q ltt 0L00 00:5c
MaximuTi Urns, on duty 14:35 w m 1434 1435 14:34
Mioimun? time cm dut« # 3 3 0431 05:14 06:41
Average time on duty 1Z-0J Xk07 I t # 11:35 12.13
Standard deviation m s 02:58 02:54 0^57 02:21
A PPE N D IX O
SENSlVmr ANAiASIS ON THE MAXIMUM CREW SCHEDULE LENGTH
Nominal length W the khaa* shift 4:00 4 m 400 4:00 4 :0 4:00
Nominal ku0h of lh< other shifts 1:30 2-JO 1:30 230 130 1:30
Booting on time 0:20 0:20 &20 0:20 0:2?) 0:20
Boof'ing off time 0:15 0:15 0:15 0:15 0:15 0:15
Maximum kagth e f i schediik 1*35 14:00 i s m 12.00 11.-03 ioso
Miiiimum ici^ th oi 0  schedule &00 8.-00 &00 8:00 %00 800
Maiimmn number bf Jufts fat a schedule 4 4 4 4 4 4
Maximum sc Gaiduk- length with so  meal break 500 5:00 StiO d 5.-00 5:00
Maximum schedule length wiih oa» mea3 break i(h00 lOtiO 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00
Minimum time allowed for a taeai Weak o-jo 0-J0 0:3u 0.30 0-30 0-J0
Minimum t'-ne betwen shifts (sh<»t t^ eak) &10 0:10 0:10 0:10 0:10 0:10
M«dmum n»t period in a schedule 3.-00 3:00 3:00 3KX) 3:00 100
D eli set ccj 1*1 (Cl (B1 r« |C1
Number of schedules S3 56 63 71 7i 71
A. Time oc trains m -.u 198:14 198:14 1%14 198:14 198:14
B. Booking on 'off times 30:55 32:40 36:45 41:25 41:25 41:25
C. Walking time 40:43 37:58 40.53 38:28 41:23 <’>23
D. Transport time 34:17 36:06 34 J6 40:34 38:25 36:53
E. Meal/short break tune 32:30 30:10 34:10 26:20 32:50 3230
F. Time between bains 273:27 281:39 257:28 156^3 16110 157; 23
0  Preparation time 17:21 17:21 17:21 1731 17:21 17:21
H. Shunting/st aging time 20:29 20:29 2>:29 20:Z> 20:29 20:29
f.Time on duty 6»7^6 65437 639:56 539:14 550:37 54::%
J. Time to 9 hoiurs (B-31 10:29 09:58 58:26 42:56 43:49
K. Total schedule time 651:27 665K)6 649:54 597:40 593:33 589:27
L. T<*?I idle time 276:58 292:08 267:26 214:49 204:06 201:12
M. Overt." 3ie 227^7 217H)6 14S.S4 29:40 25 J3 21:27
I - A  + B + C + D +  £ +  F 4 G + H ; K -  I + J ; I -  F > J
Maximum time on trains 05:55 05:53 04:%: 05:10 04:51 04:51
Minimum time on trains 01:56 01:56 01:20 01:16 01:15 01:15
Average time on trains 03:44 03:32 03XK 02:47 02:47 02:47
Standard deviation 00:50 00:53 00,46 00:49 00:45 00:44
Maximum time on duty 14:34 14d0 12:59 1139 10:17 0>S1
Minimum tune on duty 06:41 04:51 0u:21 04:17 04:58 04:58
Average time on ditfv 12:13 11:41 10:'J9 0735 07:45 07:41
Standard deviation 02:21 02-32 01-08 0134 01:13 01
APPENDIX C4
SENSmVITY ANALYSIS ON THE MEAL BREAKS AND SHORT BREAKS
Nominal length of the longest shift 4:00 4K39 4:00
Nominal length of the other shifts 2:39 220 2.30
Booking on ?in- e 9:20 0:20 0:20
Booking off time 9:15 0:15 0:15
Maximum length of a schedule 14:00 14K» 14:00
Minimum length of a schedule 8:00 8.-00 8:00
Maximum number of shifts b  a schedule 4 4 4
Maximum schedule length wkh no meal Weak 5:00 5.-00 A00
KkOO 10:00
Minimum time allowed for a tueal break 0:30 020 0:45
Minimum time between shifts (short break) 0:10 020 0:10
Maximum rest period in a schedule 3dM 3.-00
D ata*: IB] IB] IB]
Number of schedule? 56 56 58
A. Time on trains 198:14 im i4 198:14
B. Bodung on/off Janes 32:40 32:40 33:50
C. Walking time 37:58 38:03 3728
D, Transport time 36:06 37:33 34:59
E. Meal/short break time 30:10 29:50 30-10
F, Time between trains 281:39 292:55 294:00
G. Preparation time 17:21 17:21 17:21
H. Shunting/staging time 20:29 20:29 20:29
1. Time on duty 654:37 667:05 666:41
J. Time to 8 hours 10:29 10:18 07:36
K- Total schedule time 665:06 677:23 674:17
L  Total kite time 
M, Overtime
I - A - f B - t - C + P  + E - f F  r G  + H ; K * I - f J ; L » F - f J
Maximum time on trains 05:53 06:18 05:53
Minimum time on trains 01:56 01:48 0122
Average time on trains 03:32 03:33 0325
Standard deviation 00:53 01:01 00:54
Maximum time on duty 14:00 14:00 14:00
Minimum time on duty 04:51 0421 04:13
Average time on duty 11:41 11:54 11:29
Standard deviation 0222 02.30 02:2?
292.-08 303:13 301:36 
217:06 229-23 210:17
APPENDIX D
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SH IFT S FROM APPENDIX B
fc l Tr o hs por  * t r ip
APPENDIX E
A SIMPLE HEURISTIC FOR
1 TOE SCHEDULING OF HOME AND AWAY 
MATCHES
u  B m m m o c n o K
The Soumern Transvaal Tennis Association arranges four tennis leagues in the 
year. The biggest of these is the men’s Sunday league which in 1989 consisted 
of 320 teams fro 1C? tennis clubs. The league is divided into 41 sections of 
seven or eight teams that play each other on a round robin basis over 7 weeks. 
The scheduling of the fu tures requires that in each week, the home and away 
matches for each dvh be balanced.
This scheduling was originally done by hand and took three r weeks to do.
This heuristic was developed so that each league cou, done on a 
microcomputer within a matter of hours and has been in use for the last thr ee 
years.
1.2 ORDER OF PLAY
A new order of play for the seven weeks was developed as follows:
. 1 2 ? 4 5 6 7
S v il 1 vs 4 7vsl 3vsl 1 vs. 6 lvs8
3v:4 2*i3 3vs7 f  vs.3 2vs4 4 vs. 7 5 vs 4
7 vs 8 8v:2 4 vi 8 7%; 5 vs. 2 7 vs 2
4 v* 6 6vs5 2v*6 6vs 8 Gvs.j 3vs5
The numbers refer to places that are allocated to teams in each section. Places 
on the left are the home teams and places on the right are the away teams.
Features of this order of play are:
•  The odd-numbered places have four home matches and three away 
matches, and the even-numbered places have three home matches and 
four away matches.
If there is a lye in a section (i.e. there are seven teams in the section), 
tLj place 1 is allocated to the bye. Each team then has three home ami 
three away matches.
•  The places 1 and 2,3 and 4,5 and 6, and 7 and 8 form place pairs. If 
one of the place pairs has a home match, the other has an away match.
•  If a dub has two teams in the same section, the pair place 1 and 2, or 
if that is not possible, the pair place 3 and 4 are allocated to tl us. 
The teams each have four home matches and play each oth. he 
first week of the league. Th's reduces the chances of one of the teams 
losing their match against the other deliberpte'y so that the other wins 
the league.
« In the top section of the league, the teams must be seeded so that the 
best teams do not play against each other immediately. Places 1, 3,6 
and 8 (or places 2,4,5 an 7) play against from the Cith week on.
13 HAND METHOD
The han^ method begins at the top section and ailocat:s place pairs to teams of 
the same dub. Not only does this process take a long time by hand, the method 
is unsatisfactory for the f ollowing reasons:
•  Difficulty in being able to allocate pair places begins when ten ,o fifteen 
sections of the allocation is completed. It is then extremely difficult to 
go back to the beginning and re- allocate pair placer.
•  The rule for the byes often gets broken in order to do the allncarion.
E - 2
•  Clubs prefer to have their firs! and st.und teams paired so both teams 
can take advantage of the best courts at uieir duo. This cannot be 
always managed with the hand method.
1.4 NEW ALGORITHM
1.4.1 Pairing
1.4.1.1 Pair any two teams from the same dub that are in the same section.
1.4.1.2 Pair the rest of the dub teams. If the dub has an odd number of terms 
the lowest team is not paired. These teams are grouped as together 
as odd teams.
1.4.1.3 Pair the byes with an odd team in the same section.
If there is no such odd team, pair the bye with an odd team so that 
there is a matching pair with teams in the same sections.
For the 1989 men’s Sunday league 139 sets of pair teams were formed and there 
were 50 odd teaias.
1.42 Level allocution.
A new concept of a level is now introduced: level 1 has places 1 ard 2; level 2 
has places 3 and 4; level 3 has places 5 and 6; and level 4 has places 7 and 3.
Pair teams must be allocated on the same leve’ ">r homt and away matches to 
be balanced. One team will ther latei be a lbo ted  the odd-numbered place 
while its pair wiii be allocated the even- numbered place.
1.4.2.1 Place all pair team1 in the following oruer for allocation:
e Bye pair teams.
•  Pair teams with one or more teams in the seeded section.
•  Pair teams that are ia the same section.
•  Pair teams from clubs with an even number of teams.
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•  Pair teams from dubs with an odd number of teams.
1.4.2.2 Allocate pairs from 1.4.1,1 and 1.4.1.2 specific levels and places.
1.4 23 Allocate the rest of the pair teams to the lowest feasible level. Only
two teams in each section can be allocated to a level.
If there is no feasible level, find a level which is feasible to one of the 
pair. Re allocate a second pair team to a  higher level so that the 
original pair can be allocated to the first level.
If no re-allocation can be feasibly done, replace one of the pair with 
the odd team from the same club. The need for such a changing the 
teams in a pair is unlikely and has only been necessary in three of the 
twelve leagues done so far. It h.is never been necessary' to change 
more than two pair teams in any scht Jule.
14.2.4 When all the pair teams arc allocated, fill the levels w it! the odd 
teams so that every level has two teams. Pair all odd teams with 
another odd team on the same level. All teams now have a pair.
1.43 Place allocation
The place allocation: for the byes and the seeds have already been done (see
1.4% 2).
1.43.1 Select any team that has not been allocated a place pnd note on what
level it has been allocated. Allocate the odd-numbered place 
associated with the level to the team (level 1 has places 1 »nd 2; level 
2 has places 3 and 4; level 3 has places 5 and 6; and level 4 1*. ptaces 
7 and 8).
1.4.3.2 Allocate the even-numbered place to its pair team.
1.4.33 Find the other team in the same section that is on the same level as
the team in 1 43.2 and allocate to it the odd-numbered place 
associated with the level. Its pair will then be allocated the 
even-numbered place,
1.43.4 Continue allocating teams until the allocation returns to the section
of the original team. A closed loop has now been formed.
1.433 Repeat 1.43.1 to 1.43.4 until all teams have been allocated a place.
13 PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
When there ate less that ten sections, the scheduling of home and away matches 
can just as easily be done by the hand method. Consider, however, the following 
example with only three sections to illustrate the computer method. No seeding 
of the lop sectioa hrs been done.
1.5.1

























1-S2 Pair teams in order of allocation
Level allocated
BYE and Bedfordview A 
BYE and Greenside A 
Johannesburg A and B 
Parkwood B and C 
JeppeC andD 
Observatory A and B 
Johannesburg C and D 
JeppeA andB 
Wanderers A an 3 
Honeydew A and B
1 (bye 'earn*)
1 (bye tcatr.d
! (same section j 
2 (same section) 












134 Place allocations (closed loops)
1. BYE(l) Bedfordview A (2)
2. BYE(l) Greemide A (2)
3. Johannesburg A (1) .obaoneslnirg B (2)
4. Parkwood B (3) Parkwood C (4)
5. Jeppe C (3) Jeppe D (4)
6. ObecTvm&*yA(5)
Johannesburg D (5) 
JenoeB(3)
Observatory B (6)




Wanderers B (8) 
Honeydcw A (S)
8. Witwatersrand A (3) ParLwood A (4)




Section 1 Section 2 Section 3
1 Johannesburg A BYE BYE
2 Johannesburg B tiedfordview X Greenside A
3 Witwatersrand A Parkwood B Jeppe C
4 Parkwood A Parkwood C Jeppe D
5 Observatory A Jeppe B Johannesburg D
6 Jep-r A Johannesburg C Observatory B
7 Wanderers A Honeydew B Wanderers C
3 Honeydew A Wanderers B Honeydew C
1.6 FURTHER DEVELG. i.fENiS
e  An order of play has been prepared for sections of six, seven and eight 
teams. The round robin of matches for sections of only six teams is 
completed after five weeks.
•  If a dub cannot accommodate all its quota of home matches as a result 
of a shortage of courts, its teams are paired with clubs that have more 
than sufficient courts or with clubs that have only one team in the 
league. These pair teams are allocated different levels and home 
matches in the order of play are then swopped around by hand.
•  The fixture data is transferred to a desk top publishing package frorr 
where A6 pages are produced. The publisher of the fixture book then 
photographs '^e pages for inclusion in the book. This eliminates costly 
type setting »..u the errors that occur with it.
J
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